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Thank you for purchasing Erica Synths Pico Series module!
With Pico Series we challenged ourselves – can we make ANY 
superior functionality synth module 3HP wide and affordable? 
Yes, we can.

Erica Pico NOISE is a versatile noise and percussion sounds source. 
It consists of white a noise generator, a resonant VCF to generate 
various colours of the noise – from extremely dark ones to high 
pitched resonant sweeps and a VCA/decay envelope generator 
combination to create range of percussion sounds to emulate 
hi-hats, cymbals and even sine tone-based percussions, when the 
resonance is full up.

White noise generator
Resonant VCF for coloured noise
VCA and decay envelope combo for percussion sounds
Input and output protection against overvoltage
Protection against reverse PSU connection

Output amplitude -5V — +5V
Max decay time 350ms
Power consumption +27mA, -25mA
Module width  3HP
Module depth  35mm
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Adjust the VCF cutoff to control a 
colour of the noise on the COLOR 
output

Set the built in envelope generator 
Decay time

This is the coloured noise output

This is the main output of the module – 
the noise is internally routed through 
the VCF, VCA + decay envelope.
Here you have percussion sounds

Adjust the VCF resonance. When the 
resonance is close to full CW, the VCF 
goes into self-oscillation and the 
resulting sound is a mix of noise and 
sinewave. When running it through VCA 
you can achieve sounds similar to 
cowbell and even toms, depending on 
COLOR knob setting

Patch the trigger here to initiate
the internal decay envelope 
generator and open a VCA

This is the white noise output



Water is lethal for most of the electric devices, unless they are made 
waterproof. This Erica Synths module is NOT intended for use in a humid or 
wet environment. No liquids or other conducting substances must get 
into the module. Should this happen, the module should be disconnected 
from mains power immediately, dried, examined and cleaned by 
a qualified technician. 

Do not expose the module to temperatures above +50° C or below -20° C. If 
you have transported module in extreme low temperatures, leave it in 
room temperature for an hour before plugging it in

Transport the instrument carefully, never let it drop or fall over. 
Warranty does not apply to modules with visual damages.

The module has to be shipped in the original packaging only. Any module 
shipped to us for return, exchange and/or warranty repair has to be in 
its original packaging. All other deliveries will be rejected and 
returned to you. Make sure you keep the original packaging and 
technical documentation.

This device complies to the EU guidelines and is manufactured ROHS 
conforming without use of led, mercury, cadmium and chrome. 
Nevertheless, this device is special waste and disposal in household 
waste is not recommended.
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You will find Erica Synths terms of warranty at www.ericasynths.lv.

Items for return, exchange and/or warranty repair have to be sent to:

Erica Synths

Andrejostas Str. 43

Riga

Latvia

LV-1045

User manual by Girts Ozolins@Erica Synths 

Design by Ineta Briede@Black8

Copying, distribution or any commercial use in any way is prohibited and needs the written 

permission by Erica Synths. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

In case of any questions, feel free to contact us through www.ericasynths.lv or via e-mail 

info@ericasynths.lv

Please follow the instructions for use of the Erica Synths module 
below, ‘cause only this will guarantee proper operation of the module 
and ensure warranty from Erica Synths. 


